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Theme Is Student Activism

Candidates Explain The Issues

Nick Licot.

Kenn Rohri

Tom Parrith

The B-G

News
Serving a Growing University Since 1920

Friday, May 3, 1968

Dean Change
"Announced By
Administration
The offices of Dean of Men
_ and Dean of Women no longer ex1st They are to be replaced by
Associate Deans of Students according to Dr. James Bond, vice
president for student affairs.
Announcing the reorganization
yesterday, Dr. Bond expressed the
hope that these and other changes
should make for more efficiency
* and better use of personnel.
Present Dean of Women Fayetta Paulsen will become Associate Dean of Students In charge
of program niInn In residence halls.
Dean Paulsen will be aided by
4 assistant deans—Harold K. Wassink, Miss Barbara Keller, Tim
othy Smith and Miss Mary Brower.
* Wallace W. Taylor, present dean
of men will move to the other
Associate Dean spot with responsibility for all the social and cultural programming campus-wide,
Including educational programming of residence halls. Richard
A. Lenhart, director of Student
f Activities moves to Assistant Dean
of Students under Dean Taylor,
and Miss Linda Pelblow will be a
program co-ordlnator for the women's residence hall.
A new position has also been
created according to Dr. Bond In
the area of Standards and Procedures. Patrick M. Conway, as* slstant Dean of students will be In
charge of counseling, and discipline problems. Miss Vivian
Moore becomes his assistant.
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Students graduating or :•:■
terminating from BGSU at the |
end of the second semester ■:■:
must sign up now for an exit :•:•
Interview on the repayment S
of their loan.
•:•:
Students should report to :•:;
the Student Financial Aid Of- •:•:
fice, Itoom 322, Admlnistra- £:
tlon Bid*., by May 10.
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INKSTONE

POETRY, ART AND FICTION enthusiasts pick up their copies
of Inkstone in front of the Union. The campus literary magazine
is still on sale for 35 cents. (Photo by Tim Culek.)

Dr. Oster Gets Additional
NASA Research Grant
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) has
announced an $85,307 extension
of their contract with Dr. Irwin
Oster.
The extension was awarded on
the basis of the need for coritinilng the analysis of the material recovered from Blosatelllte
III anl extending the groundcontrol tes's.

The total amount allotted to Dr.
Oster for the project by NASA
to date ts $249,049.
Dr. Oster, who uses fruit flies
because their genetic makeup Is
similar to humans', was among 13
scientists with biological experiments on the Blosatelllte II project.
He has been a consultant of
N\3\ since 1963 and a member
of the BGSU ia-.ulty since 1966.

Rusiel Coin
By JIM MARINO
Asst. Editorial Editor
The three candidates for Student Body President, Nick llcate,
Kenn Rohrs and Tom Parrlsh,
appeared yesterday evening In the
Education B lilding before an audience of students and B-G News
editors to m.tfce their policy statements for office.
A recurring underlying theme
In most all the addresses given
was the belief that next year will
be the year of student activism
and involvement In University
policy-making.
A them. ■ echoed by vice presidential caidldates I.ee McClelland
and Russel Cain, the upcoming
election appeared to hinge not so
much on what the Issues are, but
what will be the best way to solve
universally-admitted problems.
Llcate, In his opening address,
stated Student Council this past
year had been a failure and did
not represent the voice of the students. He favored new channels
of communication where the Student Body President would spend
"more time with his fellow students than with the same old administrators in the 'Power
Tower./"
Tom Parrlsh said he favored
direct student participation on
major Issues, with Student Council
still being the nucleus of student
debate.
"Wnat we must avoid, however,
is inner-bickering and the urge
to keep passing legislation which
only revamps our own structure,"
he stated.
Students here must be unified,
said Parrlsh, as he said they were
recently with the housing boycott.
Candidate Itohrs centered his
remarks around administrators
who made promises to the student
and then backed down.
"There was a definite lack of
leadership this past term in Student
Council at every level. It wasn't
Just one person's fault—It was
all of ours. So I think what this
student body needs is a dynamic
and mr.ture leader who isn't afraid
to seek out those decision-makers
who can aid us and follow through
on the committnn'nts made to the
student."
Llcate explained his view of the
presidency was a person who
"would not be afraid to go out
on a limb for his constituents,"
and cited an example relating to
the beer Issue here.
"If a clear m.ajorlty of the
students here favored drinking
beer in the Carnation Room of the
Union, and the administration said
'no,* the situation could evolve to
the point where confrontation would
be necessary."
He added that if a group of persons were to force the Issue by
bringing beer into the Union, the
student body president would not be
sitting Idly by—he would be the
first person through the door.
Anything short of violence was
a philosophy Tom Parrlsh advocated. "I know nj'lilr.g can be
gained by antagonizing administra-

te* McClelland
tors. I reel if students level with
the administration, and have the
support of the student body, conconcessions would be made to the
students before they ever had to
wilk through that door," (which
.irate mentioned).
Rohrs also favored the cooperative rather than an opposltlonal
stand.
I.ee McClelland espoused a
peaceful policy which he stressed
would be developed under two principles: reason as well as tempered revolt.
By revolt, McClelland said le
did not mean storming University
buildings, but rather taking action
In those instances where the student has recognized support.
Russel Cain, candidate for vice
president, said he believed the
presidential candidates thought
along the same lines. He stated
that basic problem here vris that,
"The administration treats us like
we were children."
"If we weren't college students," he continued, "we'd be
married, or In the service—at
least away from home and working
with all the Independence those
positions have. Why is a person
of the same age at a university
treated so much differently?"
As for campaignprom'ses, Parrlsh went together with McClelland In support of a student book
exchange for next year, a student
state supreme court, a student
advisory committee to the Board
of Regents, and student autonomy
in managing elements of their
own funds.
I.lcate expounded further on his
promises and platform during the
open question and answer period
when he voiced support for Independent dormitories, abolishing
AWS, and a larger operating budge r for Student council.
Itohrs expressed concern over
the "exploitation" of University
students by area businesses and
said he might favor a boycott of
certain concerns If investigations
Into pricing warranted It.
The audience appeared most
Interested in how candid lteswjuld
Implement their proposed programs.
Llcate, McClelland and Parrlsh
mado repeated references to trips
they had made independently to
larger state universities for Investigating such things as larger
dormitory space, student demonstrations, non-commercial book
stores and off-campus housing.
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The University Union will £
sponsor the world renowned »
Jose Greco anl his Spanish •:•:
Dancers May 11, at 8:15 p.m. :•:•
In the Grand Ballroom.
Tickets for the event are ;:•:
now on sale In the lobby of §•
the University Union or by :£
mall, General Admission tick- g
ets are $1 with a lim'tedmim- :j:
ber of resarved seats at $1.50. |
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Uncalled For
Four Student Council members rashly attempted lo legislate
a resolution Wednesday condemning the actions of Rick llelwig,
student body president, during this past year.
Their

attempt was a dismal failure.

Like 'rallying around the flag,' even those that did nol support llelwig all year came to his defense.
The wording of the resolution was insulting, beligerent, untruthful, and MOST OF ALL uncalled for.
Hob Judy, Conklin Hall representative und originator of the
bill, literally screamed that the resolution had nothing to do
with politics, and instructed Joyce Jennings, elections board
chairman, to take his name off next week's ballot.
This, we suggest she should do.
In our opinion, Judy has contributed very little towards the
betterment of student government this year - - at least not
enough to go around condemning other people's participation.
If he expects any sympathy by resigning from Council, which
he did because of lack of support for the bill, he is nol getting
it here.

"Whatever Became of Hubert?'
The crowd, estimated to be some
2500 people, was cheering: "We
want Hubert. We want Hubert."—
The date was April 27, 1968, and
another candidate was entered Into
the race for the Presidency.
Hubert Horatio Humphrey, the
butt of many political Jokes these
past four years, was born In Wallace, South Dakota, on May 27,
1911. Originally trained to be a
pharmacist, Humphrey held a variety of jobs. He was a pharmacist,
teacher, administrator, radio news
commentator, and Instructor with
the Army Air Forces. In 1914, he
directed Franklin D. Roosevelt's
Minnesota campaign, before running for mayor of Minneapolis In
1945.
In 1948. Humphrey was elected
to the United States Senate, where

After his resignation, the other four sponsors of the bill - Milliard Brenner, freshman representative, Thomas Hlaha, senior representative, William Weis, Darrow representative, and
Thomas Mahcr, Hromfield representative, made a. feeble attempt
to give reasons why they too were withdrawing their support
from the resolution.

By RALPH COLEMAN, JR.

he was to serve three terms prior
to being elected Vice President
In 1964. He had made an unsuccessful bid for the Democratic
presidential nomination In 1960.
In 1964, Humphrey was elected
Vice President In the greatest
landslide victory In U.S. history.
Since that time, he has been an
active Vice President. According
to the Constitution, the major duty
of the V.P. Is to preside over
the Senate. During the past four
years, however, due primarily to
his other duties as Vice President, Humphrey has only presided
over the Senate a total of slightly
over 11 hours.
With President Johnson's announcement that he would not seek
the Democratic nomination for re-
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Roger Holliday, Editor
Rosemary Koyocs, Managing Editor
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The most feeble reuson was William Weis's. "Those present
here muy find this difficult to believe," he said, "but my name
appeared on this resolution lo stimulate discussion. I had no
intention of voting in favor of this bill."

X

Judi Wright, Issue Editor
Ron Boose, Business Manager

Weis was right on one point - - his statement was very difficult to believe.

Tom Hennings, Advertising Manager

The other supporters of the bill were no better. All backed
down from their commitment, and rightfully so.

Judy Eicher, Feature Editor, Tom Hine, Sports Editor;
Tim Culek, Photo Editor; Bill Donahue, Circulation Manager;

We seriously question whether those endorsing this lack of
confidence for llelwig were representing their constituents?
There is little doubt in our minds that they were not.

Telephone: 353-8411, Ext. 3344

election, It became apparent that
Humphrey was In a key position
to assume the Presidency. Even
with two others In the runningMcCarthy and Kennedy—Humphrey can win the Democratic nomination. (I have already predicted
that he will do so).
^t
The Democratic Convention will •
meet In August with the party split
four ways: supporters of Humphrey, Kennedy, McCarthy, and Wallace. Senator Eugene McCarthy
with all his apparent support will
withdraw from the race (after
one ballot?) to throw his support
to Humphrey. A very close flghtft
will develop, with Humphrey and
Kennedy as the opponents. Wallace will throw his support to
Humphrey, (in exchange for some
"bargaining"), and Humphrey will
emerge as the Democratic candidate for President.
I stated in an earlier article
that McCarthy would be the run-*
nlng mate—a statement which surprisingly drew few comments on
campus. Although there Is no precedent for a ticket composed of
men from the same state, I felt
that this election year could produce Just about anything. In view
of recent discussions concerning^
the constitutionality of such action,
however—among other things— I
am forced to retract this statement. I shall announce who I feel
will get the vice presidential nomination in a later article.
Leaving the Democrats for a
few moments, it should be apparent to all now of Nelson Rock- W
efeller's candidacy for the Republican presidential nomination. The
whole process has been something
like an old movie on TV: you've
seen it a dozen times, and know
how It will end, but you still watch
it.—Welcome to the race. Rocky.
U

Although our endorsements of candidates are to be released
next Tuesday, we are going to make one now - - for Rick llelwig. His leadership of the student body has been unquestionable, and his involvement the keenest.
Right now we want to point out the senselessness of the bill,
the irrational reasoning behind the proposal, and the inconsideration given to a capable leader. This incident should not be
permitted to mar an otherwise productive year.

International Week
Sunday sees the beginning of International Week
theme - - Harmonizing a Hemisphere.

with its

Under the sponsorship of the Office of International Programs
and the World Students' Association, the week of May 5-9 will
give students, and the public in general a chance to study the
attitudes, relationships, fears and problems of the Americas - North and South.
Kicking off with International Night, Sunday evening, the program moves on through the week with panel discussions, symposiums and displays.
lhe major aim of this year's International Week, is to see how
communications within the Hemisphere can be improved: and
how "we might better understand our Hemisphere neighbors,
their problems, their strong and weak points, their prides, vanities and fears."

The B-G News is published Tuesdays thru Fridays during the regular school
year, except holiday periods, and once a week duiing summer sessions, under
authority of the Publications Committee of Bowling Green State University.
Opinions expressed in editorials, editorial cartoons or other columns in the
News do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the University Administration,
faculty or staff or the State of Ohio. Opinions expressed by columnists do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the B-G News. Editorials in the News reflect the opinions of the majority of members of the B-G News Editoiial Board.
The News welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be typewritten and
signed by the author and carry his typewritten name, address and telephone
number.
As many letters as possible will be published within the limits of space,
good taste and laws of libel. The News reserves the right to edit letters more
than 300 words in length.

The novice stood at the door ot
the cave. Sri Kananda beckoned
him to enter. "Did you find wisdom while you were in the world?"
"1 do not know, master," replied the novice, "At the universities, I heard many ideas concerning the meaning of life, uttered
by professors who fought among
each other. But it seemed that
they were only emphasizing different aspects of the same thing."
"Did they eat food, sleep, laugh
and perform the bodily functions
just as the dock laborers do?"
"Yes."

"Was their knowledge Involved
in any of these private acts?"
" I do not think so. They were only
men engaged in abstract thinking
Instead of physical labor. They
lived and died like all men."
"Did they seem wise to you?"
"Some seemed wise, though they
spoke no wiser words than others.
Yet they had a quietness and peace
about them. They loved life, yet
they did not worry about life.
There were also many dock laborers that did this."
"What else did you see?-'
"I saw much suffering among
all classes. I saw poor men cursing their place, envying riches,
wallowing In suffering and self
pity. Also, I saw poor men who
laughed, caroused, enjoyed sunshine in the midst of cow manure
and rotting clothes, who envied no
one, loved labor and beer and
children. I saw kings and execulves suffering from ulcers, cancers, fatugue, neurosls--men who
envied the pauper in his hovel.
Also, I saw rich men who loved

Koan III
By HAL WYNDHAM

life, met it in their wealth Just
as the poor men met it in poverty,
sought love and laughter and took
nothing too seriously. I saw old
people cowering and sniveling in
the shadow of death; also I remember an old man who did not
look backward to lost days but
who sang orisons to each morning
and worshipped each day as if death
were of no concern to him, nor
his bent body no affliction.
I saw men who struggled for
personal glory when what they most
wanted was to be loved by a person who died long ago and to whose
Image they were still trying to
prove themselves. I saw many absurd things, but I did not help
me find wisdom. I learned much
about other, but nothing about myself. That is why I returned."
"You are still searching for a
thing?" asked Sri Kananda.
"I want to understand life in
all its forms. I want to order it
in my mind so that I can hold
it and not be confused by It."
"Go to the flowering pear tree
and bring me a branch with its
blossoms.''
The novice returned with the
branch.
"What is It?" asked Sri K*n?nda.
"A branch from a blossoming
pear tree."
"What else Is it?"
"I do not understand."
"I say to you, this branch contains the key to wisdom. It will
tell you all about the universe.
It will explain all of life to you."
"It must be a special tree. It

seems like magic."
"You do not understand. A frog
could also do the same thing, as;
could the moon, or a mountain J
or a stone."
"That does not help me. What
mystical garbage —excuse me,
master—but I have heard this often and never seen anything In It."
"If you will learn wisdom, you
will learn the equality and lnterrelatedness of all things. You
will learn the feeling that shows *
you the a-moral universe. You will
learn your own limitations and
your place In the bosom of the
universe through that branch, if
you are willing to endeavor what
I shall ask."
"What is your will, master?"
"Take that branch back to Its ,
tree. Sit beneath the tree. Contemplate the branch. Try to go
beyond understanding it. Try to
become the branch. Try to utterly know It. Try to utterly know all
that you see from that spot under
the tree. When you have done
that, come back to me."
The novice, branch in hand, isat beneath the pear tree, puzzled. He tried to contemplate.
He wondered how one should contemplate correctly. He looked at
the wilting branch in his hand.
He was tempted to cry "absurd!
absurd!" but he did not. He forced
himself to concentrate. He studied
the branch, its tiny holes, Its ^
bark, Its white blossoms. He sat
beneath the tree in the darkening
light, shivering, almost despairing, but struggling onward, struggling to seize wisdom by the tail.
He did not sleep, even at the
blackest midnight, even in the fury
of the rainstorm.
4-
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Letters From Our Readers
Good, But
We would like to congratulate
the B.C. News for Its excellent
coverage of Vietnam Week. However, we feel that the story reporting the debate between Mr.
Hart and Mr. Keene vs. Miss McEldowney as It appeared In the
April 26 edition of the B.C. News
was Inaccurate. Specifically, we
take Issue with the headline,"U.S.
Viet Role Supported," and with
the first sentence, "Three
♦speakers upheld the United States'
commitment In Vietnam at a lecture Wednesday, In Chapman
Hall."
Certainly this was not a
"lecture" In which the role of the
United States was supported by
^poth sides, as those that were
there can attest Miss McEldowney's charging the United
States with racism, lmperallsm,
and moral tnsensltlvlty to human
suffering hardly constituted support for Mr. Hart'sorMr. Keene's
position.
• We realise that there Is the problem of coordination and allocation
of responsibility in large newspaper bureaucracies; but you
know. . .you got to tell it like
It Is baby.

♦

John Hollan Jr.
Sociology Department
Paul E. Lawson
Sociology Department
Kathy Skerl
152 North Main

Old Staid
•

In the guest column In the B-G
News Professor Decker Is back
at his old stand, swinging the
tar brush, screaming "Communist" at Nick Llcate, the SDS,
and "dissenters." The piece Is
a weird concoction of truisms,
heresay, lrrelevancles, factual
^rrors, and hysteria. We are Informed that persons who criticize
"The police, armed forces, family,
schools, universities, business
firms, banks and the church" are
"disrupters", ergo they are
"anarchists," ergo Communists,
ergo subversives of "the American
way of life." By that logic the
4fcrch subversives today are the
members of the President's Commission on Civil Disorders whose
Report has acrid criticisms of
police, schools, etc.—Decker's
list of Institutions—for practicing
white racism.
The local SDS youngsters have
not engaged In any disruptive
tactics in their Campaigns against
the draft and the Vietnam War and
for civil rights and student rights.
Consequently to discredit them,
Decker resorts to the irrelevant
canard that the national SDS is
"communist Inspired and controlled" and to a Jumbled, heresay
description of its Ten Days In
April program. (Competent
scholars use original documents
not third-hand heresay.)
The assertion that the national
SDS is "communist inspired" is
a base falsehood, In fact until
1965 Its constitution explicitly
barred communists. The 1965
Switch to open membership was
an Idealistic mistake, because It
exposes the organization to
Decker's slander.
Decker's stale tactic of screaming Communist at those he dislikes reminds me of a highway
billboard on Route 40 with a big
photograph of a "Communist"—
Martin Luther King. Decker has
no monopoly on this technique of
character assassination.
I also recall that King engaged
In a lot of civil disobedience,
Indeed he incited wholesale disobedience of segregation laws—
jrhich surely was disruptive of
status quo Institutions. Unlike
Decker, our Ohio forefathers were
not horrified by the spectre of
civil disobedience. They engaged
in It to subvert the Fugitive Slave
Law. Tradition has It that my
residence was a station on the
underground railroad.
* Indubitably there is an appalling
volume of disruption and violence

In America today. It is glorified
by TV melodramas. It is practiced
by the crime syndicates, by the
police, by the Ku Klux Klan, by
some ghetto residents In outbursts
of rioting, and by the U.S. government In Vietnam. The people who
now are so excited by the urban
ghetto riots, who are hysterical
about civil disobedience and "disruption," were never agitated by
the violence on TV, of the crime
syndicates, the Klan, and the
police; and they applaud the
violence In Vietnam. Violence
seems to distress them only when
done by the wrong people.
I am opposed to disruption and
violence as much as Decker (and
I will match my antl-communlst
credentials with his any day), but
I am opposed to all violence. I
doubt that screaming Communist
at one's opponents and calls to
"close ranks on the home front"
will cure disruption and violence.
More Intelligent and effective
approaches might be to end the
war and the draft (Dicky Nixon
promises both) and then use our
minds and resources for a genuine "war on poverty" and the
elimination of ghettos.
Howard D. Hamilton
Political Science

Judgment
Concerning the candidacy of Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy for President:
I do not believe that In America
a man Is Judged by his haircut
any more than a man Is Judged by
the color of his skin.
Well, I guess I lost that argument
Douglas W. Plmley
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Very Original
Dixieland bands, sans beer, can
be fun - contrary to popular belief
on this campus. "Your Uncle's
Brass Tacks", a group of students
from Baldwin Wallace college,
lnovated a most enjoyable form
of entertainment for Bowling
Green, on Friday, April 19th. The
Nest was filled to capacity. Most
people sat calmly, enjoying themselves and the music.
Those who desired to sing were
free to do so without any fear
of embarrassment or social mi—
acceptance. Typed song sheets
were found on every table In the
cafe decorated union. Requests
for songs not on the sheets were
welcomed and not ignored.
Our appreciation goe*> out to
the Union Activities Organization
for having enough insight to bring
an original type of entertainment
to B.G. We'd like to see more of
this type of music offered on
campus.
With much appreciation,
Kathy Rewlck
Tory Cowglll
Kathy Nlehaus
Bonnie Jobe

Autonomy
The local chapter of SDS has
spent much of their time recently
trying to prove or convince us
of Just that-that they are local.
Their spokesmen as well as the
B-G News In a recent article
featuring SDS"s former leader have
stressed the fact, or alleged fact,
that the local chapter of SDS Is
autonomous of the national SDS.
Perhaps they are ashamed to be
associated with their national
counterparts. They may have good
reason to be. Not only has J.
Edgar Hoover come out against
SDS, but so has Edwin E. Willis.
Of course both educated gentlemen have been subjected to national ridicule as well as their organizations by SDS. Thus, these people
who have done extensive research
work are supposed to be disregarded as "funny men," according to SDS members.
In an attempt to prove their
autonomy, SDS has adopted a ten
day Vietnam Information Week on
this campus. According to the
Congressional Record of March 19,
1968, the national SDS, the W.E.B.
DuBols Clubs, and the Student
Mobilizations Corrmlttee have organized a nationwide student protest movement for April 21-30.
Our Vietnam Week Is scheduled
from April 20-30.
The April 15, 1968 Issue of the
"Student Moblllzer", the Student
Mobilization Committee's publication called for an all out effort
to support their (the New Left)
candidate favorite In Choice 68
on April 24, a student strike on
April 26, and massive demonstrations for April 27.
In further efforts to prove their
autonomy, SDS on this campus has
answered a letter from Lee McClelland stating that they will put
forth their every effort to participate in Choice 68. When I picked
up this edition of the "Student
Moblllzer" from the SDS table
In University Hall, I asked the
representative about the strike.
She said she would like to see
one on this campus but didn't
think enough students would come
out for It.
On page 6 of this same "Student Moblllzer" Is a letter concerning SDS at Bowling Green:
"I support the alms of the Student Mobilization Committee, and
I would like any further Information
you could give me, especially literature against the war. I'm a
member of SDS and theOhio Peace
Action Council and I want to start
extensive leafleting In Bowling
Green, this crazy, isolated farmer
town with an unbelievably apathetic. Ignorant student bod v."
Well, I attended the Bill Herod
lecture and read his literature.,
after declining to sign up to go
to Cleveland for a mass demonstration the 27th. I've seen the
light? Hurrah for the autonomous
SDS?
Dick Sherman
313 Rodgers

Ideas are blooming for
Mothers Day, May 12 at

Klevers Jewelry Store
You're certain to find the perfect solution in our many
faceted gift selection.
Select your gift from famous makers - *
Jewelry: Krcmcntz, Mary Anne, Bluebird, Wills
China: Lenox, Iroquois
Glass: Fostoria, Tiffin, Stuart
Silver: Towle, I,unt, Reed and Barton
Pewter: Roval Holland and International
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125 North Main Street

Worn Out Cliches
Dr. Russell Decker, In his brilliant expose of those diabolical
creatures In human suits, S.D.
S'ers., has again proven himself
to be a living museum of Americana' s most worn out cliches.
To begin with, Dr. Decker invokes the old cry of warning to
America of that venerable bugaboo, Communism. This modern day
version of Satanic evil Is comethlng that cannot be Ignored In
any truly American patriotic outcry. In fact there Is a very definite
law always obeyed by the Deckers
of the nation that everything they
do not understand (and this Includes
all acts of conscience as well as
Just about everything else) Is obviously Communist inspired.
Dr. Decker utilizes two such
worthy Journals. The first one is
"Barron's," national business and
financial weekly," which by Dr.
Decker's own description Is obviously dedicated to unbiased reporting of those who seriously
question the business establishment In America.
Then, of course Dr. Decker
sallies forth with that glorious
Journal that has for so long symbolized enlightenment and Intellectual Insight in the U.S., the
"Reader's Digest." As the
clincher Dr. Decker brings out
quotes from America's number one
comic opera hero (undoubtedly a
social scientist of great eminence
to Dr. Decker), Dwlght David
Eisenhower. These are the sources
that are the sources that are ideal
to anyone In the "true American"
mold that Dr. Decker clings ton
In terms of the cliches Dr.
Decker utilizes to bank up the keen
points he makes, w; have a wide
variety to choose from:: "The
price of freedom is responsibility;"
preserve law and order
above all other considerations;
suppress dissent in the name of
freedom and liberty; and "Let's

talk about what's right with America."
This exhibition of Dr. Decker's
wide knowledge of America's most
cherished superficialities Is, indeed, remarkable. He has succeeded In collecting In one article
all of the nonsensical and simplistic notions, spread as the
gospel by many politicians and
sympathetic simpletons that have
Insulted the intelligence of the
American people since the Inception of the nation.
Since Dr. Decker has cast himself In the role of the defender of
God's personally endorsed way
of life, and has utilized cliches,
distortion of facts (e.g. identifying
Liberation with S.D.S.), and all
of the simplistic notions that he
could conjure up, It is useless to
Identify each one for the purpose
of showing It up for its worthless
nature. We do feel, however, that
this question of dissent in America
today Is a topic worthy of lengthy
discussion, consequently we challenge Dr. Decker to appear on a
panel to discuss this very topic
with us on a mutually agreeable
date.
In conclusion, we would merely
like to say to Dr. Decker, that
despite your paranoid allegations
about the actions of S.D.S. and
other dissenters, some people do'
act out of conscience. You may
never find "Reader's Digest" dls
cussing one's personal obligation
to his own conscience, but if you
ever decide to seriously analyze
what Is going on around you, without blindly clinging to all of your
cliches, you miy well find that
conscience and not alien forces
are dictating many of the actions
you denounce.
Ashley Brown
Terry K. Carle
Maxwell Stamper
Sue Schaefer
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McCarthy Group Campaigns

I International Week
I Activities Planned I
Bowling Green State Univj.-s'ty's International Week schei i'e-1
from May 5 to 9, will begin on an entertaining note with students
from throughout the world performing native dances and songs at
7:30 p.m., Sunday, In the Grand Ballroom. The firs' three days
of activities will Include:
—Many phases of world entertainment Including songs and
dances on Sunlay.
—-A discussion on Inter-American com nunicatlons lead by
Richard Schroeder, coordinator of the A'llance for Progress
Information team of the Organization of American States. This
will be at 7:30 p.m., Moniay, in the Dogwood Suite.
—An explanation of the growing number of study abroad
programs being developed between the United States ani Latin
America. The program entitled "M.ijor Stimulants to IntellectuaZ anl Cultural Exchai«es latin and Anglo America" will begin
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, In .he Dogwood Suite.
Sunday, May 5, 7:35 p.m.
The Ballroom, University Union
International Night
Monday, Miy 6, 7:30p.m.
Dogwjoi Suite, University Union
Keynote Ad.iress: "Inter-American Com n.inlcatlon: The Vital
Element"
Arturo Morales - Carreon, Director of Intormr.tton and Public
Affairs, Organization of American States
Respondents.
R >ger Anderson, Eugene Franckowlak, Joseph
Nordstrom, Bowling Green University
Tuesday, May 7, 7:30 p.m.
Dogwood Suite, University Union
Panel:
"Major Stimulants to Intellectual and Cultural Exchan&e.> :.atln-and Anglo-America."
David He!t, The Organization of the American States
Julian Nugent, Department o' State
Martin McLaughlin, Agency for International De/elopment
K Najjaraja Rao, The Ford Foundation
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75 Compete
For May Court
Seventy-five women will be competing for May Court positions in
the election to be held from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m., Wednesday, May 8,
in the Union Oval.
This election will determine who
will bi qisan, senior attendant,
Junior attendant, sophomore attendant and freshman attendant. The
court will reign over SprlngWeekend to be held the wsa'iend of May
10th.
Candidates for freshman attendant are Karen Stuier, commuter; Cathy Schm'dt, East; Madelyn Ottino, Harmon; Sandra
Schwibauer, Harshman C; Kathy
Murray, Harshman D; Becky Taylor, Kreischer A; Debbie D»cker,
Krels:her B; Laura Stuart, Lowry;
Patricia Dunlea, Mooney;
Lee Rathburn, North.
Kitty Bores, Prout; Sandra Kay,
Treadway; Beverly DeMarsh,
West; Marilyn Borneman, Alpha
Chi Omega; Anna Gelger, Alpha
Delta Pi; Patricia Nellson, Alpha
Gamma Delta;
Vickl Grachek,
Alpha Phi; Barbara Gibb, Alpha
XI Delta; Heidi Holzhauer, Chi
Om-ja.
Diane Bussm.m, Delta Gamma;
SaUle Janus, Delta Zeta; Marcla
Mellahn, Gamma Phi Beta; Adrienne Fowler, Kappa Delta, and
Leigh Perry, Phi Mu.
Nom.'nees for sophomore attendant Include Claudia Smith, commuter; Sue Caffarel, Harshman
C; Paula Deger, Kreischer A.
Patricia Smith, Kreischer B- Pat
Conrad, North;
Clndl Lykens,
Prout
Nancy Williams, Alpha Chi Omega; Marilyn Surtz, Alpha Delta Pi;
Babette Elliott, Alpha
Gam aa Delta; Diane Henry, Alpha Phi; Christine Miller, Alpha
XI Delta; Jill Fletcher, ChlOmega.
Mlchele Saslna, Delta Gamma;
Brenda Janlro, Delta Zeta; Cindy Corbett, Gam ma Pal Beta; Nancy Feverbach, Kappa Delta anl
Juiy Landolt. Phi Mu.

Running for juilor attendant are
Judy iHolt, commuter; Barbara
Nuss, East; Christine Beckman,
Harshman C; Marilyn DJMOSS,
Harshman D; Judy McClaln, Kreischer A; Connie Ammer, Kreischer B; Marianne Dacy, North;
Sherry Rentz, Pro it.
Jane Hubbard, Alpha ChlOmega;
Pam Parker, Alpha Delta Pi; Patricia Ferrlck, Alpha Gamma Delta;
Lynn Hartley, Alpha Phi;
Martha Stevens, Alpha XI Delta.
Sharon Zawadsky, Chi Omega;
Linda Dunaway, Delta Gamma; Lois Bailey, Delta Zeta;
Cathy
Zbln, Gamma Phi Beta; Jacqueline White, Kappa Delta and NoreenO'Malley, Phi Mu.
Senior candidates include Becky
Cook, commuter; Ann Woideck,
Harshman C; Terry Chorba, Kreischer A; Kathy Williams, Kreischer B; Dianne Stanek, North;
Judy Schroeder, Prout.
Cathy Dugan, Alpha Chi Omega;
Millie Jam.;s, Alpha Delta PI;
Beverly West, Alpha Gamma Delta; Wilma Pokorny, Alpha Phi,
Lorraine Zack, Alpha XI Delta.
Jacqueline Daniels, Chi O mug*;
Laurel Plppert, DeltaGanvna;
Janls Finnarn, Delta Zeta; Ginger Kathrens, Gam in a Phi Beta;
Janls Malvcke, Kappa Delta and
Terri Kinkald, Phi Mu.
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By RALPH L. COLEMAN, JR.
Special Writer
They are 210 strong, and growing larger each day, according to
Ruben Marshall, who serves as
president of the local McCarthy
for President organization. The
club was begun late last fall,
but did not gain momentum until
just prior to the New Hampshire
Primary. Since that time, however, the members of the group
have been quite active. Their
major concern has been In writing
letters to any local, state, or national figures who might have influence at the Democratic Convention. Also, members have been
making weekend trips to area cities
to campaign for McCarthy.
The funds for the group's projects come from the pockets of
the members, and "generous faculty personnel". The group is
currently seeking fund-raising
projects in order to Increase its
effectiveness. On a recent trip
to Indiana, members of the group
slept on the floor of their headquarters.
The organization has also participated in activities in Youngstown.
A car pool was formed
last weekend to transport members
to Muncie, Indiana, to help canvass
prior to the May 7th primary.

Applications are now available
from ihe St. Thorn is More Parish
priests fo- a waak-end retreat.
An "Experience In Christian
Living," a religious program for
University students will be held
from May 17-20. at ttM University
Parish.
Also room;: at the Parish Center
are still available for summer
school and the 1963-59 academic
year.

When asked about the reaction of
the people to the group's efforts,
Marshall stated that many people
were not hospitable. "We were
in precincts where six families
share two-family houses. The
majority of those we talked to
were either undecided, or for Wallace. More people favored Wallace than any other two candidates
combined."
The McCarthy group will be returning to Muncie this weekend.
A car pool will leave from the
Union at 7 p.m. tonight. Marshall said that he would encourage
each individual to bring his own
sleeping bag, plenty of No-Doz,
a comfortable pair of shoes, and
recommended that a good nights's

RFK Supporters
Go To Indiana
The BG Citizens for Kennedy
Club will be campaigning for their
presidential hopeful In Fort Wayne,
Ind. this weekend. Transportation
by bus will be provided. The
students will be doing house to
house canvassing.
About 60 students have already
signed up to go. Ohers who wish
to participate can sign up at the
"Kennedy for President" table in
University Hall.

Campus Police Get
Two New Patrolmen
I*) .new campus security officers have recently been hired
by the University to replace veterans Wayne Rush, who left last
week to Join the city police force,
and Richard Leady, who became a
deputy county sheriff here.
The new officers are patrolmen
James W. Beaupre, 31, of Bowling 3re»n, and Dale Shamp, 23,
also jf the city.
Mr. Beaupre has been a city
auxiliary officer for 1 1/2 years,
assisting regular officers with patrols, arrests, ani other law aaforcement work.
"I became Interested in police
work from having driven a wrecker
some years ago. I'd talk with
officers at the accident scene and
whatnot. It's a great Job, I think.
"You've got to be more than a
little deilca'ei, though. This type
work lsi'tknnw.itopaythatmuch,"
he said.
Beaupre has taken some 60 hours
of police training under city officers and is scheduled to enroll

Retreat Planned

£/ isanello <
Small
10 Inch

Target: Muncie, Ind.

James

W. Beaupre

Dal* Shamp

at the Ross Enwrlght Peace Officers Training School in PentaCounty for aa aJi tional 180 hours
of training. Officer Shamp will
enter the sami' training school,
also.
Shamp, 23, recently discharged
from the U.S. Army In which he
served for six years as both a
medic and an intelligence Investigator.
He was stationed In Vietnam
for a hitch working In llason with
detachments of the military police,
"I get a kick out of college kids,
Pve baen called down once already
by them tor issuing a parking ticket, but that isn't so much," he
said.
Ptl. Sha.np says his Interests
center around boating, camping,
and, "fast cars, when I can afford them"
He hopes to begin studies toward a liberal arts degree here
beginning In the fall.
These two men bring the Campus Security department roster to
12.

CLOCK
Pancake House
*f Char-Broiled Steaks I Chops
* Fell Course Family Dinners

Ex. Larq
18 Inch

* Breakfast ia aay combination
A Variety Off Pancakes & Waffles

"We use

Open Sunday: Bring your Parents!

352-5167
FRESH dough" 352-6782
BOWUNG GREEN. O

412 East Wooster St.
Phone 352-6332

sleep prior to leaving would be
Important. Anyone who Is Interested In going Is asked to meat In
front of the Union prior to the
7 p.m. departure.
Marshall was asked who he felt
would be the Democratic standard-*
bearer. He responded: "Eugene
McCarthy—there Is no question.
He has the kind of people behind
him who started from 'minus one'
in the political machine. The dedication of these students to comm inlcatinj McCarthy's Ideas—a
man who wlU not put amoltlon be-^
fore Integrity-—will win." Marshall went on to explain that McCarthy's greatest asset is his student following. They are weUorganlzed, and motivated by their
belief in the man.
The McCarthy for President
group is planning future campaign
trips to Nebraska and California.
Over the summer, Marshall hopes
that each member will continue to
convey McCarthy's Ideas topaople
In the hometown area. In addition, Marshall feels that the possibilities of bringing McCarthy to
campus are very good. "We have
a good student showing here—'•
somewhat stronger than other universities with larger student populations. "

Bridge Match
Set Sunday *
The Campus Bridge Clua will
hold another Duplicate Bridge
match at 1:15 Sunday, in the Ohio
Suite.
At this bridge match, prizes
will be awarded to the North,
South, East, and West bridge win-*
ners of the April 21 match. Officers
for next year will also be elected.
North and South bridge winners
are: Joel H. Goren and Mrs. W. E.
Steldtman, Joseph E. Ernsthamen
and Sid Stelner and Dale R. Saylo? aa1 Dr. Oldrich Jlcha.
Winners for the East and West ,
are: Mr. and Mrs. Huston Chap-T
man, Mrs. Dwlght R. Miller ani
Mrs. Norman A. P. Govoni and
Mort E. Welslow and Mary E.
Pietzuch. •

To Hear Dr. Bond
Dr. James Bond, vice-president*
of student affairs, will be the
keynote speaker at the Theta Chi
20th Anniversary Celebration tomorrow night at the Holiday Inn.
The University's chapter of
Theta Chi was founded In 1948
and received its national charter
In 1952. During the 20 years the ^
number of alumni has grown to
over 500 as the chapter has maintained one of the highest memberships among fraternities at the
University.

Initiation Sunday
Beta Ganvna Sigma, national*
business administration h onor
society, will hold its annual spring
initiation and banquet at 5 p.m.
Sunday in the Union Dogwood Suite.
Osslan Mackenzie, national
president of Beta Gamma Sigma
and dean of the College of Buslness Administration at Penn- t
sylvan'a State University will

■peak.

-^t(WaJL
MOTHER'S DAY
Sunday, May 12
A very apodal day. ..»
il.iv to show you Lire
ami i.iro enough li>
send tlu- wry IH'NI a
I l.illm.irk i .ml inim our
selivlion.

University
Bookstore
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Officers Named, Awards Given
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Panhel Recognition plans For Council
^

■*

. New officers tor the Panhellenic Council were installed this week
at the Council's 7th annual Recognltion Dessert.
Outgoing President WUma Pokorny passed the traditional candle
to Incumbent Carol Nlewiadom.-dd
and a new term of office officially
began. Other new officers Include
Lynn llagen, first vice president';
Gall Sylvester, second vice president; Vlckl Watson, recording secretary; Jane Hubbard, corre span ding secretary; and Karen Todd,
treasurer.
Past Scholarship Chairman of
Panhellenlc Council, Peggy Tiei-

man, presented awards to those
wo n en receiving a four point average for the first academic semester of the 1967-1968 school year.
Those receiving achievement certificates were:
Donna Panarm,
Marcla Jones, Vlckl Jump, Sharon
M. Mlchells, Susan Jane Miller,
Lynn Mlsch, Carol Nlew'.adomskl,
Jan Carney, Jeanne Parry, Sharon
Rector, Linda Rollins, and Leah
Sinn.
First place for The Plelje Improvement Award went to Delta
Sigma Theta sorority with a plus
.143 Improvement followed by Alpha Delta PL second, and Delta
Gam ir, third.

Panhel Starts 'New Society',
22 Women Awarded

Twenty-two women received the
"Golden Torch Society Award" at
the annual Panhellenlc Council
Recognition Dessert held Moniay.
This new society was officially
^ chartered by the executive board
of Paiiiellenic Council on March
18. The "Gulden Torch Society"
is the sorority counterpart to the
Greek man's honorary society
"Anteans".
Miss Mary Brower, advisor to
Panhellenlc Council and assistant
dean of wjm-:n said, "the purpose
♦ of this society Is to recognize
the outstanding G.reo't women on
campus who hive glvea of themselves to their houses, to Panhellenlc Council, to the Greek
system as a w'.iole and to the campus."
Executive board of the Council
and founders of "The Golden Torch
Society'' are Wllma Pokorny, Alice
Mort, Betty Freytag, Bonnie Hoffman, Kaye Kerscher and Cindy
Payne. They designated the official recognition symbol of the
society as a small pin with a gold
torch embedded In bla 'k.
Recipients of the "GoldenTorch
y Society Awird" and official charter meml>ers of the society are:

2 Policemen
Named Advisers
Patrolman David Thompson has
• been named adviser of Alpha Phi
Alpha, social fraternity, and Captain Robert Achtermann has become the new Sigma Phi Epsllon,
social fraternity adviser.
Before Joining the University
police force Patrolman Thompson
was a Special Police Officer In
4 Toledo. He has worked In security
areas since 1945 at Arlans Department Stores and at the Ontario
Stores.
Captain Achtermann was asked
by Mr. Tim Smith, adviser of
the Interfraternlty Council, to consider being a fraternity adviser.
For the past four years Capt.
' Achtermann has been a Security
Investigator with the University
police force. He had previously
been with the Criminal Investigation Unit of the U.S. Army.

Robin Dlnerman, Charlene
Amolsch, Darlene Hall, Carol
Weber, Ellen Barber, LynnHagen,
Peggy Tledeman, Mary Kessoo,
Ka'hy Kastnlng, Laurie Walkup,
Jane Hubbard, Carol Nlewladomskl, Gall Sylvester, Vlckl Watson,
Kathy Kromroy, Betty Domonkos,
Linda Pflster, Marcla l.lttell,
Sarah Daujfhsrty, Joyce Jennings.
An award was also chartered In
memory of Christine Com stock.
Also inducted into the society
was Miss Brower having been an
active member of Alpha XI Delta
social sorority and in recognition
of her service as advisor to Panhellenlc Council.

Press Group
Initiates 17
BG Students

Sara Kaye, president of Alpna
Delta PI presented the Pledge Active Scholarship Improvement Awird sponsored by Alpha Delta PI.
In first place with a plus .106
improvement was Gamin Phi Beta
sorority follows.! by Phi Mu in
second and Alpha Phi, third.
Highest pledge class average
award went to Delta Sigma Theta
with a 2.689 pledge class average.
Gamma Phi Beta and Delta Gam -na
were seconi iai third, respectively. The highest active chapter
award was receive.! by Alpha Chi
Omega for the seco.ni consecutive
year, followed by Alpna Phi,
second, and Alpha Gamma Delta,
th'rd.
The highest active chapter Improvement award sponsored by the
Bowling Green Panhellenlc Council
was awarded to Delta Sigma Theta.
Phi Mu sorority and Alpha Phi
sorority were second and third.
Alpha Chi Omi'^a sorority received the hlgin.31 total chapter
average award when It was announced they had attained a 2.916
average for the 1967 fall semester.
Placing second was Gamma Phi
Beta sorority and third was Alpha Gamma Delta.
The Jackie Grlbbon Award for
outstanding service to Panhellenlc
Council was awarded to Laure
Walkup, who was selected by the
executive board and Panhellenlc
Reolpr&mHf the Florence" Currle;- Aw.»rd of $100 was Jane Hubbard. M.-s. Virginia Taylor, National Scholarship Chairman of Alpha XI Delta presented the award.
Wllma Jean Pokorny was named
the "Outstanding Greek Woman"
by a unanimous vote.

By COLLIN BLAZER
Staff Writer
Sitting behind a desk and using
a pen and paper to Illustrate his
Ideas, Tom Parrlsh, candidate for
student body president, spoke about
student's rights, the residence hall
program; counseling, and hit. summer experiences.
Parrlsh feels students are responsible citizens who should be
able to mak* decisions in certain
areas ani have voices In all other
areas concerning student life at
Bowling Green.
"Wnen you go through channels
and get a negative response or
no response at all, the student's
representative boiy should reevaluate the problem."
Parrlsh feels that if enough
studen's are behind an issue the
administration can be brought to
the bargalnlns table.
He said the administration Is
il >in'nant in the triangle composed
of the faculty, administration, and
students.
Parrlsh also feels that college
should be a time to break away
from parents. "College Involves
both academ;c learning and learning to be m?ture. You also learn
a lot about people by talking to
many different persons. Bowling
Green Is limited in opportunities
for maturing and learning compared to Columbia or UCLA,"
he said.'
«-^
He thinks ConlcTln's new approach to residence hall living Is a
good Idea, but would like to see
a residence hall with a head resident and two assistants who would
plan the activities the residents
decide they want. He sees their

duties as strictly social planning
which is too time consuming for
the students to carry out.
Parrlsh feels that residence
halls stifle the Individual's freedom and growth. He proposes
a com minal living program. Four
room? In a residence hall would
make up one unit. One room would
have eight beds in It, to be used
only for sleeping. It would be
dark, quiet, and kept at a comfortable temperature.
He said that these rooms should
be partially furnished, but that
there should be room for the students to use their own Imagination In decorating them. "If they
want to paint the room chartreuse
they should be able to as long as
no damage is done," he said.
Parrlsh stresses that unless
residence hall living is made more
attractive the migration of students off campus will continue.
This suminor he will be going
to Army ROTC boot camp and
then he plans to grade tomatoes
again.
Over spring break he went to
California and visited Berkeley,
wiilch "really made me realize
how BG is standing still."
He said that If he had to choose
one person he most admired It
would be Dick Gregory. "I saw
him a few years ago In Columbus
and I thought, 'He gave up a lot
to do w'.ia' he fe9ls Is right.'
Maybe you don't agree with all he
says, but you have to respact him
because he gets through to the
people. There are certain things
he can't compromise on. I can't
compromise on some things
either."

Seventeen students were Initiated Into the Bowling Green State
University chapter of Sigma Delta
Chi, men's professional JournalIsm society In the Union.
Eight Toledoans also were
initiated Into the Northwestern
Ohio Professional Chapter of
Sigma Delta Chi.
The BGSU men Initiated were:
William R. Herman, John R. Bllnn,
Collin C. Blazer, Roger D. Buehrer, James W. Butcher, Vernon
E. Churchill, Gary R. Crooks,
Jeffrey L. DeWolf, Bruce M. Larrick, David L. Mathews, David C.
Miller, Charles D. Ottney, Gary
C. Rees, David V. Ross, William
T. Schmld, Steven A. Tragash,
and Henry F. Wlesner.
The eight professional men
initiated were: Joseph Augustine,
art director of the Toledo Blade,
Al Goldberg, Robert Gillette and
William Merlman, reporters for
the Blade; Duane Stacker, news
director for radio station WCWA
In Toledo; Charles Myers, manager of radio station WMHE Toledo; Irwln Young, community relations director for radio station
WOHO Toledo; and Lowell Wodrlck, publisher of the Ottawa
County Exponent in Oak Harbor.

NOW Thro Toes. May 7
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It s Happening This Weekend
Coeds Honored

It's Daisy Days
it's time for the gals to take
the reins and take their guys out
for a change.
This weekend will be Daisy Days,
a tribute to women and their
activities on campus, said Bea
Smith, president of AWS. .She also
outlines the activities an 1 events
planned for the "flower power"
days' :

Peck, Quinn
Featured In
Campus Flicks
"Arabesque" and "Lost Command" will be shown tonight and
tomorrow .light in the main auditorium of University Hall. The
first show will begin at 6 p.m.
both nights.
"Arabesque", with Gregory
Peck and Sophia l.oren, is a fast
paced film. Gregory Pe :k is an
American professor of foreign languages who gets mixed up in Middle
Eastern intrigue, the m >st intriguing of which is Sophia Loren.
The two em'oark on a mad series
of adventures Involving spies,
prime ministers and assassinations.
"Los* Command", with Anthony
Quinn, is a story of French Soldiers
who escape at the fall of Dlen
Bleu Phu. The film 's Oiled with
the nasty business of war and brilliant battle scenes.
These are the last campus
movie» this year.

Book Discussion
Members of the Methodist Student Movement, Lutheran Student
Association, Kappa Phi, Episcopal
Student Fellowship, and United
Campus Christian Fellowship will
have a Joint meeting at 6 p.m.,
Sunday, at the First Methodist
Church In the Main Lounge.
A discussion of the book, "The
llarrad Experiment," w'Jl be presented at this time. A synopsis of
the book will be given by Barbara
Jean Elliott, senior In the College
of Education.
A panel of reactors will Include: Dr. Trevor J. Phillips,
assistant professor In education;
Mrs. Henry Gerner, wife of the
director of the United Christian
Fellowship Center; and Dr. Bruce
Edwards, associate professor In
economics.
There will be a supper at 5 p.m,
co-i'inK 40 cents.

TODAY

—Founders "girl ask boy" TGll dance in their activities room
from 3-5.
--Folk Staging and a chalk-In at McDonald West courtyard beginning
at 2:30.
—HamMln Cleaners will clean a toy's shirt free for every $2.00
worth of cleaning his girl brings In.
—A free beverage goes with every pizza a girl orders from Plsanello's l'izza Shop,
—Xreischer A and B begin their "Little Sis Weekend '.
-.Swan Clin presents "Heads and Tales" program .it 8.1T. tonight.
TOM )RROW
—Continuing <limi>lln special.
—Pisanello's special continues.
—McDonald North w'.ll hold a chalk-in in their courtyard at 4.
—J. Alfred's will "keep with the Daisy Day tradition" from noon to 7.
—Harshman Quadrangle will hold a "Bonnie and Clyde" dinner
dance. Dinner at 6:30, dance from "-12 with m isle by "Ronnie and
the Clods."
-Swan club performance at 8:15.
SUNDAY
-Alpha Phi open house an I baseball game from 2-5.
—McDonald North open house 1:30-4:30 with refreshments.
—Ilarshman D open noise 2-5.

PROCLAIMING "DAISY DAYS" ■ . AWS President Bea Smith
looks over the list of weekend activities devoted to gals and
their guys.

'Sailors' Set Open House
Celebrating their first anniversary on Sunday, the Sailing Club
will hold an open house 'n Anderson Arena from 1:30 to 4 p.m.
Last March the Sailing Club
began with 10 members and no

Talks On Marriage
"All You Need Is Love?" a
discussion on building relationships of depth, will be held at
9 p.m., Sunday, In the Kappa Delta
house.
Dr. and Mrs. Henry L. Gerner
will be the speakers. Dr. Gerner
is acting director of the United
Christian Fellowship.
The program Is the second in
a marriage series co -sponsored by
Kappa Delta sorority and the United
Christian Fellowship.

Senior Advising
•:• A meeting for candidates
:|:for fall and winter quarter
x graduation in the College of
§ Business Adm'nlstratlon will
X:be held at 4 p.m. Tuesday
% In 112 Hayes Hall.
•:•: Additional counseling for
£ seniors In the College of Bus»lness Administration can be
•:■: obtained through appointments
:vwlth Dr. Wayne A. Johnson
•vor Mrs. Marie R, Hodge, 238
•:•: Administration Bid. from May
5:6 to May 17.

|
§
:j:
•:•
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■:•
:|:
|:|
:■:
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44 To Rough It
On Canoe Trip
Tomorrow and Sunday more than 40 men and women students
and four chaperones will travel about 40 miles down the Mohican
River by canoe.
"We'll leave Conklln at 6 a.m. torn-rrow in a caravan of 10 cars
and go to Mohican State Forest which Is about 125 m lies from here,"
David R, MUler, athletic program director for Conklln Hall said.
At Mohican, they will begin their trip in 10 canoes and one Jcayak!
"At the end of the first day, they will camp at Brinkhaven which
Is about 20 miles downstream. Then they will continue another 20
miles to Mohawk Dam on the second day. They will be picked up
there In trucks aid taien back to Mohican State Forest and then come
back here In cars," he said.
"If It rains once we are below BrlnVhaven, we're stuck -- there's
no turning back. We'll be using tents and sleeping bags, no rest
rooms, an1 the girls' and guys' camps will be slightly divided ~
at least at the beginning," he added.
A box lunch will be eaten In the canoes Saturday, and the evening
meal will be a wiener roast and baked beans. Sunday breakfas' will
be cold cereal, milk, and coffee heated in large buckets. At noon
the canoers will stop for ham sandwiches from canned hams.
This canoe trip Is the first event of this tvpe on campus that is
sponsored by a residence hall. David Miller, a senior In the College
of Education, and Ken L. Vlllard, C'onklin's hall director, thought
up the idea of the trip.
The even', was open to the women of Ilarshman C and the men of
Conklln Hall. The women had to pay $8.00 each and have parents'
permission. The men had to pay $4.00, and the residence hall payed
the re J* of the fee.
The chaperones for the trip will be Mr. and Mrs. Ken L. Vlllard,
and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Barucky, hall director for Kreischer D.

sailboats. Now 'hey have 27 mem bers, a professional Instructor,
3 new sailing skiffs, and a win
In competition with To'.eio University.
The idea for a sailing organization began with Sue Yates, a
Junior In the college of education.
"I've sailed all my life on Lake
Pymatunlng near Youngstow.i, and
w'ten I came to college, I Just
could a't forget about sailing," she
com len'ed,
One of the problems facing the
men'era of the Sailing Club Is
fining a place to sail whan the
weather is fit.
"We've sailed on the Maumue
River and Lake Erie, but are
looking forward to the future when
we can use the lake the University has built out by the stadium.

It still has to fiU up with water
before we can sail on It, bu'. wa
don't have to worry about fin ling
any wind In Bowling Green," said
club president Sue Yates.
The Sailing Club Is affiliated
with the physical education department of the University who helped
them purchase their new sailboats.
Miss Yates explained that Robert
Whlttaker, associate professor of
H.P.E. was instrumental in helping secure the funds for purchase
of the new sallboa's.
The sailboats used by the Sailing
Club are "Flying Juniors," and
cost about $500 apiece.
The club meets woak'y during the
fall and spring, but when the
weather gets cold they meet once
a month. The meetings begin with
a business session, then Tom

Wright, International Sailing
Champion In the Comet division,
instructs the group In the basic
fundamentals of sailing. Basic fundamentals Include knot tying, preparation for competition, and how
to handle a sailboat.
A barn, located on Poe Road
houses the equipment for the club.
It sets beside the barn that was
destroyed by fire recently.
"We were a little scared that
we might lose some of our stuff
out there, during the Are because
the barn Is full of rope," Miss
Yates added.
The members of the club have
designed their own flag and recently became affiliated with the
Midwest Collegiate Sailing Assoclalioa, representing 30 different
colleges.

Tri-Stote Conference Begins Today
The first annual Crlnuon and
Creme Conference sponsored by
the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
will be held today through Sunday.
Approximately 50 Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority members will begin arriving on campus from Ohio,
Indiana, and Michigan. This evening there will be an Informal mixer
In the Mid-American Room In
Harshman Quadrangle from 9 p.m.
until 1 a.m. The m'xer Is open
to the public.
A formal welcome will take
place In the Grand Ballroom tomorrow from 10 a.m.. until 11:30
a.m. Speaking during the welcome
will be Richard H. Sewell, president of Alpha Phi Alpha, Edward

C. Sewell, senior class president,
Wllma Pokorny, president of the
Panhellenlc CouicU, and Mary A.
Brower, assistant dean of women.
This event Is open to the puttie.
A luncheon will be held at lp,m,
a'ter which there will be a meeting
and the Installation of officers
•allowed by discussion groups. The
various groups will be discussing
"Delta Dllemas," or any problems
the groups might have. Dinner
will be served at the Clock Pancake House at 4 p.m.
The Crimson and Creme Ball
will take place In the Presidential Louige of the Ice Arena, tomorrow Croai °:30 p.m until 12:30
a.m. There will be door prizes
given and the "Bachelor of the
Year" .will be introduced. This

Sponsor Activities, Dance
Activities ranging from a dinner-dance to a ping-pong tournament are scheduled at Harshman
Quadrangle.
The entire quadrangle Is sponso-lng a dinner-dance tonight from
5:30 until midnight In the dining
halls of Anderson and Dunbar.

The theme of the dance Is "The
Roaring Twenties" with music
provided by "The Johnny DiCarlo
Quintet."
Bro.nileld an I Anderson Halls
are sponsoring In'er-hall competition In ping-pong, tennis, Softball,
paddleball and volleyball until
May U.

person Is an undergraduate student who has helped the sorority
and one whom they would consider to be an Ideal man. This
dance is sem.'-formrl and open
to the public.
A luncheon buffet will be held
at noon on Sunday at the Alpha
Ph' Alpha fraternity house.
The purpose of this conference
Is to establish better comnunlcatlons between the Delta Sigma
Theta chapters In the M.".dwest.

'Jazz Happening'
Occurs Tonight
The Jazz Happening, featuring
the Candy Johnson Quartet and
the BG Jazz Lab Band, will occur
at 8 tonight In the Grand Ballroom of the University Union.
The BG Jazz Lab Band, made
up of Bowling Green music students, has won severa' honors In
the past 2 years Including a second place trophy In the Case Jazz
Festival last year.
The event is being sponsored by
Kappa Kappa PsL men's honorary
music fraternity. Tickets are $1
at the door or from any KKY
m«> Tiber.

War Game Repeated

PRACTICE RUN - Koyolcer, ^ Urbas, Jill Sawchuk, and Lyle
Greenfield get ready for the weekend.

The War Game, a movie whicu
describes the possibilities and effects of a nuclear war, will be held
over through Sunday. This holdover is due to the tremendous response to the film—more than
1,200 students have viewed if.
This film vill be shown today
and tomorrow at 4, 6:30 and 8
p.m., and Sunday at 8 and 10 p.m.,
at the UCF Center. Admlsslo:
price Is $1 and tickets are available a' the door.
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The Singing Rabbi Carlebach
By BARB PATRICK
Feature Writer
He wore a blue skullcap, had a fuzzy bushy
beard and he encouraged everyone to "kiss your
neighbor." He sang songs and told stories as
the sunshone.The students laid away their books
and sat on the grass in front of the amphitheater,
laughing, singing and dancing to his happy guitar.
He was Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach, and the University greeted the musical missionary's second
visit here Wednesday as enthusiastically as they
did the first.
"It's the greatest, greatest thing. There's nothing else IM rather do,-' Rabbi Carlebach said
of his musical missionary work.
The students agreed. Nearly 100 of them stopped to listen to him sing In back of the Union
and nearly 80 more went to Hayes Hall Wednesday
night for mor" ringing.
He greeted most with a kiss and a word of
welcome.
On his white shirt were two strings of beads,
one wooden beads and the other small blue beads.
"I have three or four hundred strings of beads.
They are given to you after a concert as a sign
of love," he explained.
As he sang, accompanying himself of guitar,
the audience often clapped, stamped their feet
or sang along. Some did Jewish folk dances to
several of the Rabbi's songs.
"Sing louder. You know why?" he encouraged
the audience. "Because people forget what friendship Is. Friendship Is someone who gives you
wings.
"You can have friends and nothing happens.
Then you meet someone and—snap—something
happens. It's a strange world/' he said thoughtfully.
The Rabbi also felt that most of us know what
we have to do but don't have the strength to do
It. "We need someone to carry us, someone
like a good friend," he commented.
"Don't ever condemn anyone," Rabbi Carlebach
then advised. "The moment you condemn someone they begin to condemn you.
"There are fl* great voices In the world,
Joy and gladness, brotherhood, bride and groom,
and peace," he continued. These voices are In
the world but we don't hear them because we're
deaf. Everyone Is a little deaf and we don't .
realize It."
Commenting on drugs, Rabbi Carlebach stated,
"Kids are so tuned In all the time. Drugs are
kids' stuff. But don't get me wrong, I have nothing
against drugs. The real answer Is to tune In with
life. Look at your friend and get tuned In.
"Kids are looking for something. Drugs can
only turn on your heart. Friends can turn on
your soul," he added.
Rabbi Carlebach left congregational work after
one year at a synagogue near Atlantic City to
go on a musical mission through the United
States and Canada.
"I found that It took me one year to do what
I could accomplish In one night by singing,"
he explained. "God Is only where the people
are and they aren't In the synagogue. So why
should I stay around there?
"Now I'm privileged to meet thousands of
people, especially young people. I hope to meet
all the people In the world, all m/ soul brothers/*
he remarked.
The Rabbi also plans to open the House of
Love and Prayer In San Francisco later this
month.
College audiences are the best, according to
Rabbi Carlebach. "I was here at Bowling Green
a year ago and I've missed It," he said. "Bowling
Green Is out of this world."

"IT'S A STRANGE WORLD" ■ - Rabbi Carlebach told the nearly 100 students who stopped

Photos by
TIM CULEK

"I FOUND it took me one year to do what I could accomplish
in one night singing," Rabbi Carlebach told the audience.

to hear him sing and hear him speak in back of
of the Union.

RABBI CARLEBACH - "I was here in Bowling Green a year ago and I've missed it. Bowling is out of this world."

'SING LOUDER
- - Yo-> know why? Because people forget
•hat friendship is. Friendship is someor. - ho gives you wings.'"
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Classifieds
Let's bolt.

FOR SALE OR RENT
For Sale: Kodak Miniature enlarger 78 mm. lens. Great to get
started with. The first $30 takes
It away. Call Bruce ext. 2201,
Rm. 104.
Apt. for Sublease one block from
campus. Prefer 2 girls. Call
353-5395.
Approved rooms—June and Sept.
Men—Ph. 353-8241 after 3 p.m.
Needed: 3 people to sublease 2
bedroom apt. for summer. S.
Enterprise. Roomy, modern, qu'et. Call 3344 or 352-7551.
ATTENTION FACULTY AND
MARRIED STUDENTS
STADIUM VIEW APARTMENTS
Campbell Hill Road, opposite B.C.
Stadium, Bowling Green's finest
new adult/family apartment community. Exceptionally large 1, 2&
3 bedroom suites, 1 1/2 & 2 baths,
fully carpeted, fully air conditioned, garages, swimming pool,
cable TV.
Rentals from $132
Includes all utilities except electric. Open dally; Resident Manager on duty 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
352-5766, Bates & Springer, Inc.,
Mgr.
Sublet for summer—2 bedroom
furnished apt. Varsity Square.
Call 352-7082.
Rooms for male students.
campus. Ph. 352-7365.

Near

For Sale: 1963 Chev. Blscayne
6 cyl. auto., good body and tires,
clean. Call 352-5065 4-6:30 p.m.
Rooms for Men Students.
Clough. Ph. 353-3273.

328

For Sale: Furnished 36' House
Trailer. Across the street from
campus.
$600. Call 354-6561
after 5.
100 Watt Dual Channel Amplifier
with reverb and tremolo etc., like
new, $140. Also a Shure Dynamic
Unidirectional microphone—
Model 55 SW, used approx. 2
hours, $60. Call 353-9271, ask
for Gene.
Furnished one bedroom apt. Summer months.
Ext. 2404—Bill.
Sublet for summer, Charles Apt.,
Alr-condltloned, reasonable. Ph.
352-5419 from 3-4.
Sublease Apt. for summer. 2 bedroom, alr-condltloned University
Courts, Call 352-5586.

To Midnight—Happy Anniversary.
Froggy.
Delta Tau Pledges say get high
for the party, DG's.
Due to his worstenlng condition.
Brother Paddy Murphy will be
moved from 'he BGSU Infirmary
to the Wood County Hospital, lectors are puzzled as to his ailment. There will be a brother of
SAE on constant watch at his
bedside. All visitors are asked
to limit visits to the hours of
2:00 to 3:00 p.m. so as not to
delete his strength.
Actives—Remember always our
tea. Phi Mu Pledges.
TEACHERS WANTED: $5600 up.
Entire West, Southwest, and Alaska. FREE Registration. Southwest Teachers Agency, 1303 Central Ave., N.E., Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
Congratulations plnmates Donna
and Denny! The Sisters of Alpha
Delta PI.

Will the real Mike H and Burke T.
please stand up
Delta Tau Pledges congratulate
Ron Bartels on getting the Alpha
Chi Omega, Man of the Year, Award.
Phi Kappa Tau Neo-Pledges say:
Get hi for Mom's. Let's have another "dreamy" weekend, Actives.
2 riders to Pittsburgh Mother's
day weekend May 11-12. Call 3525619 after 5 p.m.
For Sophomore class treasurer
Elect Bruce Edwards.
Bruce: Isn't It great-The "Teddy"
is bare now. Love, Little Minx.
Royal Green.
Fine performance. Thanks for
the spirit at O.U.
The PR's.
Congratulations to the newest Phi
Psi plnmates: Jill and Rick, Pam
and Barry.
Phi Psi Pledges.
Friday night with Outhouse and
Smasher, Can't wait, Dum-Dum.

LOST AND FOUND

D.P. Congratulations! You're not
a kid any more. P. R.

Dances, open houses, chalk-Ins,
specials and fun are In store for
Daisy Days this weekend.
Congratulations to the new I.F.C.
Vice President, John Pomeroy,
from the SAE Pledge Class.
Pipers Alley Frl and SatatNlko's.
Sophomores: Elect Cindy Gemmathe best candidate for class treasurer.
What this school needs Is a good
5? cigar.
Elect Kenn Rohrs.
Vote for experienced leadership.
Elect Frank Plttman Sophomore
President.
Torp: You boys know the rn
Mouse: Yes. but v.oo g<'

Need one or two roommates for
summer school, both sessions.
Call Bob, 352-5373.

Kappa Slgs—We're fired up for
the formal! Plnmates.

Phi Psl's: Cannonball loves to
eat Dial Soap at midnight. Friends.

Tekes, Congrats for 10 great years
and many more to come. WOP.

House boy wanted <or next year.
Call Delta Gamma House, Ext.
2482.
KD Sisters say—Congratulations
to our Golden Torch Charter Member, Gall Sylvester.
Congratulations Bruce and Marsha on being pinned — The Slg
Pledges.
Fraternity and Sorority teas upstairs at the CI. No charge for
the room, free POPCORN and
complete privacy. There are some
FRIDAY and SATURDAY openings
before the end of the year. Call
354-7055 or stop In.

College Men—full time and part
time work. Athletically and politically inclined. 2-10 shift. Salary $3-3.95/hr. Call Merit, 2440841. Toledo.

KD Poster people say: Thanks for
cutting out our KD May Court
Beauties.

Beschrauben Sle.

Congratulations: Dan and Cindy
on your lavallerlng, from the SAE
Pledge Class.

Notice: STEVE HARRIS will be In
the East Lojlnge of Founders at
7:30 Monday night to discuss campus Issues.

YAMAHA 305 Scrambler (1968)
700 miles $650. Call Don, Rm.
440, Krlescher C. (3414).

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

Wanted: Female roommate for next
fall. Living at Greenvlew. For
info call Diana—352-0123.

Go Nuts—Buy donuts from D.G.
Pledges.

It was a blue levi day and we dug
it. Marlon & Shagalac.

FOUND two months ago—Woman's
prescrlp. sunglasses, tortlseshell.
John In 218. 3406.

birthday. Love, Lynne.

♦Reduced RatesI* Furnished onebedroom apartment at Varsity
Square for summer. Call 354-0342

Furnished one bedroom apt. summer mos. 353-4705. Very close
to campus.

LOST: Pair of dark - rimmed
glasses. Please call Larry, 2653
or ZBT. Need desperately. Reward.

Or at the door.

Denis:

To the Gate, to the Gate,
To the Gate, Gate, Gate...
Happy 21st.
Love, Phyllis

Girl wanted to share apartment for
next year. Contact Jan, ext. 3206
Room 205.
WELCOME
Tau Kappa Epsllon
A LU M N I
Tenth Anniversary
$25.00 per month—need mature
male for furnished apartment S.
Main location—kitchen, utilities
paid. Call 353-1893 after 4 p.m.
TGIF time at the CI every Friday
afternoon. We have some real
SURPRISES. Stop in.
Wanted:
Two male roommates
to share modern apartment during
summer sessions.
Air conditioned, 1 1/2 blocks from campus.
Call 352-5796.
Come to the Wlerdo Party in 110
nuiibar. Dance to the Toys. See
t' e ParanoM Polack. Two psyi how •' '■pqi'ired.
Hot goulash
so rv«!.
*.-e R.S. for tickets.

Needed: Two men to share new
apartment for summer. June—
August. Ph. 352-5724
Playing at the CI every THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY,
through MAY 11, the PRIMARY
COLORS. In addition, LIVE MUSIC EVERY WEDNESDAY ON CI
NIGHT.

Wanted—replacement girl, alto,
for Pipers Alley—folk rock.
Secret Admirer: Thanks for the
cards—but I'm wondering, who
are you? — Bon.

Wanted: roommate to share apt.
for summer school. Walking distance from campus. Contact Rick,
3394.
Dietz, formal time's here.
about another carrot to eat?

How*

Vote Yes for the BG School Levy
Elect Bob Levy Soph. Class V.P.
Notice: STEVE HARRIS will be in
the lounge of West at 9:00 Mon- *
day night to discuss campus issues.

Women of West: Team up! Meet
the "Goodall Team" Monday, 6:00
p.m. in the formal Lounge.

Juniors: With one year of Council behind her, Mary Beth Gabrenya should be your choice for
Senior Rep.

Good luck, Don and Mike, in Rochester, N.Y.

Girl's dorms, all floors, Vote for
Kenn Rohrs.

Elect Frank Plttman Sophomore
Class President.

Two girls needed to share apartment this summer. Call 352-5304.

Men of Kohl: Team up! Meet
the "Goodall Team" Monday 9:30
p.m. In the lounge.

Vote—Linda Brown for Jr. Class
Secretary.

Needed—1 man for 3 man apt.
Varsity Sq. for June, July, Aug.
Call Dave, 352-5658 after 4:30p.m.
Royal Green, Fine performance,
I'm proud. Tim.
Getting married? Come to the
KD-UCF marriage series. 9:00
Sunday at the Kappa Delta House.

^

ft

Hey Chum-Better late than neverBut wasn't It worth the wait? Your
successor In office.
Wanted: one male roommate for
entire summer. Call 353-2883
after 6.
Congrats, Gwen, pres, of the new*
DU Deb class! From your Alpha
Gara sister and Deb "alum."

Congrats:
Jack Hott and Toni
M ahovlch—Lavalier mates.
The TKE Pledgll

KD May Court Candidates are
great.
Your sisters wish you
all luck—Jan, Jackie, Nancy and
Adle.

Ace: Thanks for 6 happy months.
Love always, your Delt SweetyChief.

Tryouts for Boy Cheerleaders for
football season next Wednesday at
6:15 at Memorial Hall.

m

Help! Male Student, 23, desires
part time employment to finance
college. Able to work now thru
next March. References upon request. Call 352-5796.
Room and board to the right
Coed this summer in return for
babysitting 1 child 8-12 wkdays,
Frl.-Sat. evenings. Transportation provided. 354 -0352.
Put Graff In government, Vote
John Graff, Junior VP.
Give the most thoughtful glft—a
natural portrait of yourself to
that special someone. Reasonably
priced with guaranteed satisfaction. Call Bruce Rm. 104, 2201,
or Mary, 2474 for details.
Trlcia, Better early than late;
Have a Happy 20. Aggie.
Want a clean car for the weekend?
$1.00 car wash. University Gulf,
Wooster St., Fri, 12:00-4:00.
Up and coming Juniors, Vote May 8
Roger MoCraw
Junior Class President
John Graff
Junior Class Vice President
Sue Smith
Junior Class Secretary
Cindy Gemma
Junior Class Treasurer
Cralg Pickering
Marilyn Myrlck
Mellnda Sm'th
Junior Class Representatives
Delts: Whether Alfreds or the
Gate, have a happy boozln' weekend. ?
Everything's coming up daisies
this weekend—Daisy Days.
Beazer — Congratulations, but
mine will still come first! Moose.
Glnny—KD's love your shlney new
lavalier.
Who is
Russ Cain??
To the Littlest Cherub: Val, your
Secret Angel has not forgotten you!
Angel Love, S.A.
Phil, get high for Sunday, Monday, Tuesday. I ove, Penny.
Bob- Get high for another Paisley

Campus Calendar
INTERNATIONAL CIRCLE K
Meating will be held at 7 on
the third floor of the Union Monday night.
* * *
FIN-N-FALCON SCUBA CLUB
There will be a moating In the
Ohio Suite at 8 Sunday ntght.
* • *
CRYPT COFFEE HOUSE
Will be open from 9-midnight
tonight and tomorrow In the basement of the UCF Center. Student
Body Candidates - meat your constituents and sounl y't on your
platform at ths Crypt.
* * *
BOSU FLYiNG CLUB
NIFA Meet at 4:30 torn >rrow
it the ariport.
* * »
CAMPUS BRIDGE CLUB
Will hold Its annual election of
officers Sunday at 1:15 p.m. In
the Ohio Suite. All bridge players
are urged to attend the match
which follows the election.
* * *
STUD2NTORIENTATION BOARD
Application for orientation
leaders now available In the Student Activities Office. Wednesday
is the deadline for signing for
Interviews.
* * *
UCF
The revised constitution of the
United Christian Fellowship will
be presented to its members for
ratification at the mseting to be
held 6 p.m. Sunday In the First
Methodist Church.
* * *
WBGU-FM
88.1 mg. will broadcast the
Spring football gam: starting at
1:30 today.
* * *
SIGMA TAU JZLTA
Anyone wishing to run for office
In Sigma Tau Delta English Honorary, please contact Lynn Taylor
at Alpha Phi before Sunday.
* * »
ADVANCED DIRECTING CLASS
Tryouts will be held from 7-10
Monday night In the Joe E. B.wa

Theatre. There are parts for 3
women and 3 men. The two plays
are "Still Stands the House" and »
"A Cabin by the Lake."
* * •
UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP
"The Hum.an Being As Creator",
Sunday night at 7:30 in the Unitarian House.
* » *
JUNIOR RECITAL
Cellist, John C. Trembath, plan- *
1st, Rath A. Mason and vtollst,
Jeanne Hayes will present a recital at 3 p.m. Suili/ in Recital
Auditorium,
* * *
OMEOA PHI ALPHA
Will hold a regular business
meeting at 7 p.m. Sunday in the „
Taft Room. Plans will be made
for the combined chapter car wash.
* » *
RUG8i CLUB
Will meet at Sterling Farm,
2 p.m. Saturday.

VISTA Seeks
BG Volunteers
VISTA (Volunteers in Service
to America) volunteers will be In
the Union, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., •
today
to recruit students for
the anti-poverty program.
A VISTA Volunteer must be at
least 18 years old. There are no
other entrance requirements or
examinations. Married couples
may serve together.
Volunteers, who receive $50 a ^
month must complete a six-week
training course before they are
readv to serve In VISTA.

THOUGHTS
A wet bird never
flies at night.
Anon.
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Lou9h T< orrow Night!

New Drama Conies -""
'Under Milk Wood'
One-Act Comedies Held
•

«

By BILL DIAMOND
Fe«*ure Editor
The narrator speaks as the stage
In Joe E. Brown Theatre Is set for
the first performance of "Under
Milk Wood,- by Dylan Thomas,
at 8:15 p.m., Wednesday, May 22.
"The principality of the sky
lightens now, over green hills Into
spring morning larked and
crowded and belling.
"Less than 500 souls Inhabit
the quaint streets and the few
narrow by- lanes and scattered
farmsteads that consitutue this
small, decaying watering-place,"
continues the narrator.
The stage is set as characters
sit on chairs, stools and platforms. They never leave the stage,
and they never look at the aud-

'Page/
0

*

-

"The main street, Coronation
Street consists of humble, two
storied houses, attempting to
achieve some measure of gaiety
by prinking themselves out In crude
colors and by the liberal use
of prlnkwash, though there are remaining a few 18th century houses
of more pretension, In a sad state
of disrepair," continues the narrator.
"One may find Its cobbled
streets and little fishing harbours,
In Its several curious customs, and
In the conversation of its local
'character,' some picturesque
sense of the past."
The narrator has Just given a
description of the town of Llargeggub, Wales. It Is early dawn
now, and In the course of two
hours, the audience will be Introduced to 30 characters —some

silly, some serious, but all very
real.
"Under Milk Wood" Is the first
Reader's theatre play produced at
the University. It was first produced on radio and called "a
play for voices."
Audiences frequently have a
stunned reaction to Reader's
theatre productions because "the
actors' focus Is In the audience,
not on stage," said Dr. Louis A.
Cheney, associate professor of
speech.
However lighting effects and
suggestive costuming combing with
the characterization and dramatic
emphasis of oral interpretation
to set the mood of the play.
"By varying their voices and
changing their body positions, actors suggest characters and conflicts," Dr. Cheney said.
A reader's theatre production is
a very difficult art form. It requires a great deal of concentration. "It Is easy to establish a
mood, but difficult to sustain physical and emotional concentration,"
Dr. Cheney said.
"Under Milk Wood" cannot be
viewed objectively. "The humor
is bawdy, the gossip Is vicious and
the characters fight over trivia.
You find yourself caught up in
their troubles, humor, loves and
hates," Dr. Cheney said.
All the audience has to do Is
come to the play and relax. One
paragraph In the paperback edition
of the play describes the mood:
"It Is a moving and hilarious
account of a spring day In a small
Welsh coast town. Beginning with
dreams and ghosts before the dawn,
it moves thiough the brilliant noisy
day of the townspeople and closes
as the rain of dusk brings on
the bawdy night"
"The audience we hope will
feel a warm glow after the performance, and they will be charmed
by the Welsh dialogue," Dr. Cheney
said.

THE STAGE IS SET
As Pamela J. Feicht,
John Petrie, Janice R. Whittemore, Paul W.
Mueller, Marilyn L. Hill and James L. Erbe
act out a scene from "Bedtime Story," one of
three one-act plays to be presented tomorrow at

7:30 p.m. in the Joe E. Brown Theatre. Also
presented at this time will be "The Comeback"
and "The World of Sholom Aleichem." All
three comedies are sponsored by the department of speech. Admission is free.

Place your Mother's Day
Orders early
so that we may
better serve you.
Roses, plants, corsages.

MYLES FLOWERS
Phone 353-2802, 352-2002

DOES DOW
CORPORATION
CARE ABOUT PEOPLE?
On May 8,1968, in Midland, Michigan Dow Corporation will hold
its annual stockholders meeting.
»

Many persons in that meeting are going to press Dow to drop its
Napalm contract In order to focus national attention on Dow we need a massive
demonstration in Midland.

Join us in Ann Arbor on Tuesday evening May 7, of 8:00 p.m. for a rally

at The First Methodist Church, 120 S. State Street

$

For more informatio'. contact: Rev. John Peter, 352-5591; Dr. Henry
L. Gerner, 352-7843; Mr. Ruben Marshall, 354-1899; Roger Stutesman, 823-6844
or in Ann Arbor:

L

Mrs. Barbara Fuller (313 663-0473)

THIS ACTION IS SPONSORED BY
CLERGY AND LAYMEN CONCERNED ABOUT VIETNAM
^**«*«*«««««*«0M«W^

»
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Fa/con Nine Preps
For 2 Game Sef
Against TU Rockets
By TOM HINE
Sports Editor
"This," says Bowling Green
baseball coach Dick Young, "Is
THK weekend."
It certainly Is.
Young's Falcons head Into a
two-game week-wl series against
Toledo starting tolay at 3:30 at
the Rocket hom3 field, then host
the TU nine tomorrow at 1 p.m.,
and no one Is mistaking the Importance of either game.
BG now stands at 1-3 In the
Mid-American Conference, holding a win over Marshall as Its
only scalp. Young has ventured
th.it the eventual crown snatcher
In the league can take It with two
losses, maybe tie tor It with three,
a'i I this the Falcons becks are to
the wall.
"WVve got to win them both—
no Joul)'. about It," said Young
yesterday. "W.'i aren't out of It
if we win all th? rest and that's
Just what we're hoping to do"

No Patsies
But If somebody cares to !oo:<
at the record of the team Bowling
Green is going to face during this
crucial weekend no squad could
look more like a patsy.
Toledo has a blistering0-6 MAC
mark, putting It squarely In the
conference basement. Bu' that
record Is "m'sleadlng" according
to Young.
"Toledo's a better team thin
their record Indicates," maintains
the Falcon skipper. "I'm -ure
they're going to be at least representative out there."

Stats Back Toledo
He then pointed out statistics
to back up his claims that TU
could be rough.
"They beat Detroit the other day,
6-3, and we lost to them 5-4,"
said Young. He also mentioned
that "Toledo has had the m'sfortune to play Ohio Untvers'ty
and Western Michigan In the first
weeks of league competition—
that's a tough chore for anyone."

So wh5n oi» considers Toledo's
ball club after these facts are
known, the outlook Is Just a shade
different.

Best Pitchers Needed
To stop the Rockets, Young
figures to use his best pitchers
available, an I right now they look
like Bill Becker a* I John Frobose.
Becker Is slated for toliy, and
his probably opponent for TU will
be Don W,eland.
Saturday Frooo3-> will go against
either Frank Pas'<o or Jim Ferrara. Pasko has an eariu.l run
average of 2.95 In 22 Innings of
play, while Ferrara has pitched
30 Innings and holds a 3.94 ERA.
Top hitter for Toledo Is catcher Mike Dem'oowskl, with a .320
average aloi,; with two Ytom-i runs.

Same Lineup Planned
In the field, Bow1.In Green
figures togowlthapproxlm 'e'y
the sam-» setup as used so far.
Jim Barry at first will team
up With John X;iox at second, Mel
Karnehm at shortstop and third
baseman RussHagerty. Eric /lnsmelster and Roger Doty are likely
to split the catching chores.

Godby Doubtful Starter
The outfield presents the only
major problems. Senior center
fielder Dan Godby has a pulled
groin muscle and Is a doubtful starter.
"H* couldn't run yesterday In
practice," reported Young, "but
he might be a reliable by game
Urns.
We'll Just ha^e to wait
and see."
If Godby can't start, Young plans
on using Jim McKenile In centerfield, flanked by Tom Greekmore In left and Greg Miller In
right field.

SDP Tryouts
The spring trials for Sigma
I Delta Psl (natloaa1 athletic
:•:• honorary) will bejln Tuesday,
•:•: at 4 p.m. In the Men's Gym.

S
£
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:•:•

Frosh Dumped 7-4 By Toledo Nine
The Falcon fros'i baseball team
saw their Toledo co jnterparts erupt for four ruis In Sit fourth
Inning to capture a 7-4 d^clston,
Wednesday.
The Baby Birds he'.d a 3-1 edge
through the early action but a walk,
three hits and several errors paved
the way for the four run outburst by the Rockets. Falcon hurler Dan Jackson was tagged with
the loss, after five innings on the
moutid.
Jackson was relieved by Chuck
Warner and Larry Grove, both
w'.io pitch;>i a pair of frames.
Falcon hurlers were tagged for

nine base hits by the Rockets and
combined with six errors In the
field the Toledo frosh coistei to
the 7-4 win.
Bowling Green managed five hits
In the contest on singles by Tom
Bennet, Bob Hill, Mike Carmt-an,
Greg Plant, and Dan Jackson but
despite six errors by the Rockets,
could score only four runs.
The Falcons closed the gap to
5-4 with a solo tally in the eighth
Inning, but the Rockets closed out
the contest with a pair of tallies.
Tuesday, the frosh will host
these same Rockets and w.ll be
seaklng to even their record, which
rests at 1-2.

SAVE
Shirts Laundered 28( each
Fast quality service
The most mooern equipped
plant in B.G.
21 yrs. same location

LONGS ONE HOUR CLEANERS
228 N. Main

(near Post Office*

PHI PSI - DZ CAR WASH
ONLY 99t
SAT, MAY 4,10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
A & A SUNOCO
1002 N. Main St.
UNIVERSITY GULF
Woosfer Street - Next to
the Woosfer Shop

BONDED

SERVICE

344 N. Main & Ridge
CENTRAL

SERVICE

Woosfer & Prospect

ANOTHER CLOSE ONE -- This, another close
call on the base paths goes against the Falcons

<•• "«»• »everal close diamond decisions this
season.

Netters To Meet WMU, N. Illinois On Road
By DAVE EGBERT
Sports Writer
Coach Robert Keefe's Falcon
tennis team la'ws to the road
over the weekend for matches
with Northern Illinois and conference opponent, Western Michigan.
Friday's action finds BG tangling with Northern Illinois, a
team that Bowling Green doesn't
have any Idea what to expect.
The Falcons have little information on them, an! since they
weren't scheduled to meet ea;h
other last year, BG will be going
into the competition completely
Mini.
After the Northern Illinois
m?:ch, BG will move on to Kala-

lower part of their lineup has
had luring the season.
The Broncos bottom four men
have combined for a 26-10 mark
In singles play while the last
two doubles teams have a 13-3
ledger.
Although Henry Germain, Westem's No. 1 man, has only a 4-5
mark, he can be tough, as was
witnessed when he extended TU's
outstanding sophomore, Ken
Swartz, a full three sets before
dropping the match.
The rest of Western's lineup
with their records includes Jack
Sartore (4-5), Phil Campbell (6-3),
Ron Selfert (7-2), Norm Werner
(6-3), and Bill Richards (7-2).
In doubles play the Broncos
will be sending out Germain and
Sartore (3-5) against the Falcons'
No. 1 doubles, while the rest of
their doubles ttaflM appear to be
Campbell and Selfert (7-1) and
Werner and Richards (5-1).
The Falcons, taking a team mark
of 7-3 into the weekend action,
will be looking for a double victory, bu' they'll have to be as high
as a kite to stear off Northern
Illinois and a Wo.j'ern Michigan
band that has only been beaten
once in conference convatltioo

mazoo, Mich., the foUowlng day,
to tangle with a toujh Western
Michigan team.
So far Western has a relatively
unimpressive 5-4 mark but it has
been complied against a number of
highly talented teams.
They've lost to Big Tea schools,
Illinois and Northwestern a rJ also
to M\C power Toledo and Kentu-ky.
Their victories came against
Ball State, Morris Harvey, Marshall, Ohio U., and Kent State.
BG also beat Ball State, Marshall, an I Kent, but they dropped
a close 5-4 decision to OU.
Most of their triumphs can be
attributed to the success that tin

Golfers Set For Weekend
Quadrangular Matches
The Falcon golfers head north to
To'.edo with Miam L and Western
Michigan where the Rockets will
host a quadrangular match today.
The results -of Monday's MidAmerican Invitational would Indicate that the Bronoos would be
the favorite with the Falcons,
Rockets, and Redskins seeded second, third and fourth.
Tomorrow, the competition
should be rougher with Marshall,
Kent State, and Western providing
the opposition, and the Golden
Flashes' golf course providing the
scenery. These three opponents
finished third, fourth, and fifth
In the field of twelve at the MldAm tournament, in which the Falcons placed 7th.
Coach Creason,still looking for
th= beat combination, w.ll use Rodney rilll
Greg Monroe, a junior, is averaging 78 strokes a round for the
best Individual average. MlkeMcCullough (78.3), number one man
Tom Bohardt (78.7), Mike Lott
(79.4), and Dave Traphagen (81.7)
round out the regulars.
The Broncos' Tlmo Kllpelalnen,
Dave Llewellyn, and Frank Sexton

all were among the top tea golfers
at Athens Monday and Kent State's
Bob Bar to was third. Toledo's
ace Is Joe M jglen averaging 74.5
shots per 18 holes, ani Pat Schroeder tops the Redskin golfers with
a 74.9 average.
ti;;.;MI-Hy

WHERE MCME GONG BECOMES AN EVENTI

ALWAYS THE FINEST
IN SWKNJARE
ACRES OF EREEPARKING
SPACIOUS RECLINING
ROCKING CHAIR SEATS
;iANT WAU TO WAU SCREENS

-'

A NEW CONCEPT OE LUXURY ENTERTAINMENT

3500 SIC0* RO. Hd|.ct-I lo WnlMtf ih.-,in, lira . 472.2141

TOLEDO O.

QaMu)..

FINAL WEEK
FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD"
Julie Christie
Terence Stamp
Reseived Seats Available Foi All Peifoimances
HURRY FINAL WEEKS
"GONE WITH THE WIND"

(CINEMA 2

Clark Cable

Vivien Leigh

Tickets Available for All Peifoimances

CINEMA 3

HURRY FINAL WEEKS
Winner 3 Academy Awards
"CAMELOr'

Richard Harris
Vanessa Redgrave
kets fur all ihrci theatres available at Centre. Drugs, 102 N. Main

Now Open/

JAC & DO'S
PIZZA
Free—Delivery

FEATURING:
Carry-out

"WE MAKE
OUR DOUGH
FRESH DAILY"

Hours: Mon. - Thurs.
5:00pm to 12:00am

|

Del i very
Dining
Spaghetti
Salad

237 N. MAIN ST.
DIAL 352-5149

Fri. & Sat.
5:00pm to 1:00

-COUPON^^(f Good Thursday, Friday, Saturday only. ewOip
All sizes on carry out ot eat-in purchases

|
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Injuries To Slow BG Thinclads
By GREG VARLEY
assistant sports Editor
Bowling Green will host Central Michigan, Ashland, and Cleveland State this Saturday In a quadrangular match. After a sparse
year of home track meets the Falcons will take to .their tartan surface.
The Falcons haven't had the
opportunity to use their new facility much this season but plan to
give It more than its share of work
Sa'urday.
If the Falcon thinclads can clean
up the numerous Injuries p'.agulrr*
them, the visitors will be given a
rough match.
With the exception of Henry
Williams, who has had Injury problems since starting to run again
this season, all the Falcons may
be able to compete.
But that doesn't mra.1 they all
should run - many of them are on
the probable list now. Bob Parks,
one of the Birds top distance men
Is out with a strained muscle and
Bob James Is In pretty much the

same situation.
With the loss of Williams for
the nanet the loss of James could
pla-e the Falcons sprint chances
In troib'.e.
Ken Kelly, who just got out of
ths hospital, Is another on Coach
Mel Brodt's "maybe" list.
One o* the bright aspects of the
meet will be the fans' first look
at eager Al Halrs^oi, Halrston
has been working ou' In the long
Jump and the 440 relay an1 lias
an outside chance at the hundred
yard dash. Brodt calls his chances qjes:.lonable, but if speed on
the hardwood Is any Indication of
speed on the track, then fans could
be In for a good showing.
Central Michigan will probably
be the Birds toughest competition
as the Chlppers have tough men in
almost all categories.
Bob Johnson will be the big
gun with the weights as he has
the ability to toss the ball over
53 feet. Bob Miller is anothor
top field event man as he vaulted
over 15-3 In an Indoor meet earlier this year. Both John Sm'th

and Jeff Miller will provide smoke
on the track as Smith hurdles and
Miller runs the two mile.
However, neither Cleveland
State or Ashland should be counted
on - they both have runners that
could turn the meet In their dlectlon. CSU will bring a sprinter that ca_i turn the hundred In
9.t> and will also bring a top
1/2 nailer.
As Brodt puts It, "It could be
light."

And his analys'.s Is probably as
close as could be with all teams
having men that should lead the
field In their respective categories
hut are weak enough In certain
areas to make the meet Interesting.
Brodt finds this the beauty of a
quadrangular meet.
And If Bowilng Green can find a
way to get all the runners out of
the hospital and onto the track then
the beauty of the meet may turn
Into the beauty of a win for ths
Fa'cons.
Field events start at noon and
running events at 1 p.m.

^T THE WIRE -- Bobby James, now injured, breaks tbe wire
first in a recent track victory for the Falcons.

* Columbus Lacrosse Club Duo
Can 'Hurt' Falcon's Chances
By GARY DAVIS
Assistant Sports Editor
Can one man really hurt you
In sports?
Sure he can, as the Falcon
lacrosse team found out Wednesday when they ventu-ed to South
Bend tor a mrtch with Notre Dame.
Although emerging with a 8-6 win,
the Falcons were held at bay
for two periods by the Irish net
tender.
It took a solid well organized
offensive effort to pour three goals
by htm 'n the third period to
snap a 2-2 tie. During that spell
the Falcons played some of their
finest lacrosse o* the season.
"It was our most sustained and
controlled effort of the year,"
said head coach Mickey Cochrane.
Tomorrow the Falcons will hos:
Hi • Columbus Club at 3 p.m. on
th? 'leld behind the ice arena,
and here again, a couple of m;n
could hurt.
The visitors invade with a fine
4-2 record and are paced by Dave
Hopper and Tom '-,yle In scoring
and assisting respectively. The
pair lead the College Club Division in their departments.
Hopper has blasted 18 goals by
opposing goalies and Lyle has
racked up 15 assists to reign
as the top feeder.
Ths potent offensive performances have led the Columbus
stickers to victories over Pittsburg 19-5, WUtenherg 9-7, Ohio
Wesleyan 11-9, andOhlo University
9-7.
Only Danlson ani the Cleveland
Club have managed wins over the
Columbus stickers, by 17-4 and
10-7 scores.
The visitors as a club, have
their pick of performers from

the Columbus area, and former
varsity stickers from other college and universities. The Columbus Club sports a fine roster of
former stars Including Kent Palcants, an aJl-conference middle,
while at Ohio State University and
Paul Day, a former all-conference
defensive standout at Kenyon.
Other experienced veterans for
the club will be Glen Rudy on
defense and Bill Polansky on the
mldfleld.
The club has played minus
several members of their squad
at times this season, but will be
at full strength this Saturday for
their clash with 'lie Falcons who
toppled them 11-4 last season.
"Their record Is good aai they
have beaten some good tea.ans,
so '.hey should be tough," said
Mickey Cochrane.
The Falcons will be prepared
for this contest after their battle
on Wednesday. The Irish of Notre
Dam'? held the Falcons somewhat at bay during the contest
with their gox\le and with heavy
physical checking.
"They made the most of their
effort, except for their penalties
which really hurt them," said
Cochran?.
The tutor was pleased with this
aspect of the Falcons gam 5 as
the Birds managed only three penalties to set a new low mark.
"We kept our cool on penalties,
and this was very pleasing, "added
Cochrane.
Another record swapped at the
contest was the ground ball mark
set by Pete Farrel (17) last season against these same Irish. Farrell managed to snare 18 groundballs in the 8-6 win to snap the
an-rk.

ONT
Juniors^

OR CALL EXT. 242? FOP APPOINTMENT.

A Far Eastern pilot was Nu
At the job he was given to do.
was robbed in Biarritz
Of his payload of Schlitz;
Thugs drank what the green Asian flu.

YOU'RE THE GREATEST!
D.Z. BIGS

Sigma Nu Pledge Class
is sponsoring an all campus party
FRIDAY NIGHT - 8 to 12
AT THE BG ARMORY
LIVE BAND

SIOI^I LJF= NOW!

ROOM 1, HANNA HALL, OPEN 1 p.m. TO 5 p.m.

Confidential to
D.Z. Pledges:

Your Favorite Beverage On Tap

DON'T MISS HAVING YOUR YEARBOOK PORTRAIT TAKEN!

O WGB Jol SeWU BfP«">s Co M4oauktt and othfc emu
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BG Spring Grid Game Set For Tomorrow
By M K€ CORE
Assistant Sports Editor

It may b» a gam.» of touch football tomorrow afternoon at I)oyt
Perry field as the Injury riddled
Falcon football team winds up five
weeks of spring training.
Hugged spring training.
Th9 .;a ii" which begins at 2
o'clock Saturday pits the first
team offense and lefense against
the rest of the '.earn, u4 provides
the fans with a good chance to
preview what the '68 version of
the Falcon football team will be
like.
This Is the first coaching assignment for new coach Don Nehlen bul It looks more like a nursing Job.

At present there are four men
who will definitely not play and
another eight who will see only
limited action because of injuries.
"We're getting Injuries both on
and off the field," said Nehlen.
"One boy was soaVng his foot In
the dormitory when someone
slammed a door on his hand, mashIn: four fingers. Another boy
cut his hand In Industrial arts
<-lass."
Jerry Machovlna, starting defensive back, Phil Vlllapiano,
sophom.ire defensive end, Fred
Mathews, starting halfback, and
Itoger Speck are a'l definitely out
with Injuries.
O'iier men who are Indefinite
starters are BUI Boeder, Dave

Finely, Dave Whltaker, Joe Green,
Jim Hodaklevic, Larry Watson,
Doug Ashbrldge, and Charles
Carstens.
"Most of our Injuries aren't
serious,'" added Nehlen. "Butthey
hurt and shouldn't be pushed or
they may get worse."
In looking ahead somewhat, Nehlen SlEed up next year. "The
league, from all reports, will be
even tougher n?*; year than It
was this year. Our offense will
be the key, If they can score 16
to 20 points a gam? our defense
will do th? rest."
The Falcons have more size and
experience on defense than offense.
They are sound with Vaughn Parrel] and Tom Standrlng anchoring
the ends, Tom Lloyd and Dave Rose
at the tackles, and Joe Green at
middle guard. At the line backer
positions wUl be Dave Pollak and
Dennis Zo'.clak.
Monster man Is George Gregory.
Defensive halfbacks will be M Jw
Slepard and Bjb Maltarich and the
safety Is Hick Perrln.
The key to the hopgs of a winning season next year lies In
the offensive line. Here graduation hit the squad hard. Only one
guard, Doug Ashbrldge, the center, Larry Watson, and the split
end, Eddie Jones return. Two
tackles, a guard, ani a tight end
must be found.
In the backfield P.J. Nyitray,
Ed Colletl, Dick Hal ch and Bob
Zlmpfer are set for action.
Nehlen plans to pass a lot, but
adlel, "We worked considerably
on >ir- running game and hope to
have improved greatly to balance
our attack."
No, the Falcons won't play touch
football Saturday and Nehlen won't
be a nurse. The men who aren't

AIMING HIGH -- Veteran Quarterback P.J. Nitray lofts a high
pass to a teammate during the spring workouts. Tomorrow Nitray
can fire for a win.

Women Golf, Tennis Matches
The Bowling Green State University women's tennis team
placed second in a trl-meet Saturday at Ohio Sta:e University.
OSU team captured first place,
while Wooster finished third.
Defeating Wooster In singles
matches were BG netters Elizabeth A. Bracken, 6-0, 6-0; Patricia Browne, 6-0, 6-0;
and
Patricia Ani Gorski, 6-0, 6-1.
The doubles team of Patricia
Ann Renner and Susan Tebbetts
won over Wooster 6-0, 6-4, ani
Mary Miles and Connie Fisher,
6-4, 6-2.
The doubles team >t Tebbatts
and Renner defeated OSU 6-3,6-3,
and Fisher and Miles won 6-3,
7-5.
Member! of the women's tennis
team will play their next gams
against Kent State University Saturday at Bow'tag Green. The match
will be played on the tennis courts
bv the Ice Arena.
Bowling Green State University's women's golf team opened
the 1968 season by placing second
In a meet held April 27, at Ohio
State University. Capturing first
place was the Ohio State University while Kent State finished third.
Marsha Wllhelm was low scorer

lor Bowling Green with a round
of 94.
The golf team will play its
next match against Kent State Saturday at Bowling Green. Team
members will also participate in
the Women's Midwestern Collegiate Golf Tournament May 17-18,
at Michigan State University.;

EXPERIENCE COUNTS
ElECT

TOM
PROUT
SENIOR
REPRESENTS

THE JAZZ HAPPENING
IS COMING TO B.G.

FRIDAY MAY 3
GRAND BALLROOM

Injured irSll give the fans what they
want. A taste of rugged Falcon

football tha' will start again next
year.

FRI. - SAT. - SUN.

3 Big Hits
Open 8 ■ Cartoon 8:45

ELVIS IS BACK IN ACTION AGAIN
With Action & Excitement At Its Best
- Shown at 8;53

^z=

Elvis goes West...and the West goes wild!
P*wMllU

ELVIS
PRESLEY
BURGESS MEREDITH-JOAN BLONDELL
KATY JURADO - THOMAS GOMEZ

rrrtr

PANAVI8I0N AND METR0C0L0R
Action Packed Co-Hit at 11:12

is in control and there
is nothing you can do.
MGM PR^tNi^, A GEORGE PAL PRODUCTION

GEORGE

SUZANNE

HAMILTON PLESHETTE

bonus late show
L Prl. - Sat. only at 1:06

